
**TITLE**ASP Conferene Series, Vol. **VOLUME**, **PUBLICATION YEAR****EDITORS**Photometri and Spetrosopi Observations of theCLASS Parent PopulationJ. P. MKean, I. W. A. Browne, N. J. Jakson, P. N. WilkinsonUniversity of Manhester, Jodrell Bank Observatory, Males�eld,Cheshire, SK11 9DLP. HelbigKapteyn Astronomial Institute, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen,The NetherlandsAbstrat.We present photometri and spetrosopi observations of a sampleof 36 at-spetrum radio soures between 5 to 12 mJy. These observationswill be used to determine the radio luminosity funtion for faint at-spetrum radio soures whih is a vital part of the CLASS gravitationallens statistis used to onstrain the osmologial parameters.1. IntrodutionGravitational lens statistis an be used to onstrain �0 beause the numbers ofgravitational lenses we observe depends upon the osmology. Using the gravi-tational lens statistis from the JVAS lens survey (S5GHz > 200 mJy; Patnaiket al. 1992) Helbig et al. (1999) alulated for a at-universe, �0 < 0:84 at the95% on�dene level. The 5 times larger CLASS lens survey (S5GHz > 30 mJy;Browne et al. 2000) will onstrain �0 further, providing we know the redshiftdistribution of the lenses and the parent population of unlensed soures. Thelatter of these two will potentially produe the largest unertainties sine ourknowledge of the redshift distribution of at-spetrum radio soures is limitedto S5GHz > 25 mJy (Marlow et al. 2000). Sine gravitational lensing magni�esa soure's ux-density, objets with S5GHz � 5 mJy ould potentially be grav-itationally lensed into the CLASS sample and therefore need to be inluded inthe redshift distribution of the parent population. For this reason we observeda sample of 36 at-spetrum radio soures between 5 to 12 mJy with the goal ofreduing the unertainties introdued by parent population luminosity funtion.2. Sample Seletion and ObservationsThe 5 to 12 mJy sample was seleted in exatly the same manner as the CLASSsample. Around 1400 soures were seleted from the NVSS 1.4 GHz atalogueabove 2.5 mJy and observed with the VLA at 5 GHz in order to �nd only thoseat-spetrum soures with � < 0:5 where S5GHz1:4GHz / ���. This left� 100 soureswhih were then observed with the VLA at 8.4 GHz, as are all CLASS soures.1



2 Author & Co-author36 at-spetrum radio soures between 5 to 12 mJy remained. Spetrosopyof the optially bright objets was attempted using the WHT. The BRIJHKphotometry of the optially faint objets was obtained using the NOT, WHT,and UKIRT telesopes in July 1999.3. Photometri Redshifts and Preliminary ResultsPhotometri redshifts were alulated using the spetral energy distribution(SED) �tting tehnique. This method ompares the observed SED with a tem-plate spetrum of a Starburst and Elliptial galaxy looking for ommon spetralfeatures suh as the Ly-� and 4000�A breaks. The photometri redshift pakagewe use is hyperz (Bolzonella et al. 2000). Problems using photometri redshiftsan our when there is ontamination of the SED from AGN light. AGNs wereidenti�ed from their morphology, blue olour exess, spetrosopy, and from the�2 model �tsOf the 36 soures in the omplete sample, 27 were deteted in two or moreolours, although those soures deteted in less than four olours had largephotometri redshift errors. The objets are highly reddened and faint (meanR�K � 4, mean mK � 19). The preliminary mean redshift of the samplebased on the photometri redshifts obtained with hyperz and the limited redshiftsobtained spetrosopially is z � 1:5, at � 30% ompletness. This will learlyhange one all the photometri and spetrospi data has been fully analyised.4. Future WorkWe are urrently attempting to obtain spetrosopi redshifts for a sub-sample ofobjets within the sample in order to verify the photometri redshift tehnique.We also have a omplete sample of 46 at-spetrum radio soures between 25to 50 mJy. Spetrosopy has yielded redshifts for 37% of this sample (Marlowet al. 2000), the remainder being too faint optially. We have already begun aprogram of obtaining the remaining redshifts from this sample photometrially.Aknowledgments. This researh was supported in part by the Euro-pean Commission, TMR Programme, Researh Network Contrat ERBFM-RXCT960034 'CERES'. J. P. MKean would also like to thank PPARC fora researh studentship award.ReferenesBolzonella, M., Miralles, J., Pello R., 2000, A&AS, aeptedBrowne, I. W. B., & Myers, S. 2000, these proeedingsHelbig, P., Marlow, D. R., Quast R., Wilkinson, P. N., Browne I. W. A., Koop-mans, L. V. E. 1999, A&AS, 136, 297Marlow, D. R., Rusin D., Jakson N. J., Wilkinson, P. N., Browne I. W. A.,Koopmans, L. V. E. 2000 AJ, 119, 2629Patniak, A. R., Browne, I. W. A., Wilkinson, P. N., Wrobel J. M. 1992, MN-RAS, 254, 655.


